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Fuel Efficiency
When it comes to performance and fuel 

consumption, Honda’s engineers have 

one very simple mantra: more from less. 

And you can’t ask for any more than that. 

Safety
Of course, the Accord is filled with safety 

features to keep you and your passengers 

well out of harm’s way. That’s only half  

the story though, because the Accord  

has also been cleverly designed to protect 

pedestrians, too.

Refinement
Words can never do justice to the Accord’s 

comfort, quietness or incomparable build 

quality. But from your first drive, you’ll know 

precisely what we’re talking about. 

Performance
With a choice of two brilliant engines –  

a surprisingly powerful 4-cylinder  

or a high-tech V6 – and an advanced 

5-speed automatic transmission with 

paddle shifters, the Accord will woo  

even the most discerning driver. 

Space 
Take to the road in the Accord and you’ll 

enjoy oodles of room to load up and spread 

out, thanks to a huge 450 litre boot and 

space for five very spoilt adults.

Technology
The Accord is one very smart car and no 

feature is more clever than Variable Cylinder 

Management (VCM). It means that instead  

of being a fulltime V6, the Accord’s engine  

can switch to 4 cylinders or even 3, depending 

on the situation.

The big car  
that’s big on thinkin

Accord VTi Luxury shown in Polished Metal. 



Accord V6 Luxury shown in Alabaster Silver.



The journey is the thin
After many years, and more than a few miles under our belts,  

it eventually dawns that destinations are relatively unimportant 

– what life really boils down to is the getting there.

It was these words of wisdom that inspired Honda’s engineers 

when bringing to life the latest Accord; a car created for the 

journey. Big, safe and unapologetically luxurious, it cradles 

you in uncommon comfort.

This pampering, however, doesn’t come at the cost of 

performance, because the Accord is available with a choice  

of two engines across three models.

There’s a powerful, yet economical 2.4 litre, 4-cylinder,  

i-VTEC engine, or a 3.5 litre V6 with revolutionary Variable 

Cylinder Management (VCM) technology that very cleverly  

uses six, four or even three cylinders as circumstances demand.

How about style?

Well, while it’s undoubtedly true that you should never judge  

a book by its cover, the Accord’s imposing road presence 

makes it something of an exception. A newly designed front 

bumper and grille, along with rear chrome highlights, add  

to the effect.

So if the Accord looks confident, that’s because it is – and why 

not, after being a firm Australian favourite for over 30 years?

You’ll enjoy an air of easy assuredness, too, courtesy of a host 

of high-tech safety features to protect and preserve you and, 

more importantly, your family and friends.

So if you share the wisdom of savouring the journey and not 

only its end, you’ve found the perfect car for the road ahead.

Accord V6 Luxury shown in Urban Titanium.



Style without the swagge
A lot of cars, with their flashy fins and foils, scream 

‘performance’ just a little too loudly.

The Accord is not such a car.

While its aggressive stance and sharp character lines  

lend it an undeniably sporty presence, the driving design  

ideals are elegance and eloquence.

In short, the Accord displays an understated confidence.

There are bolder touches, of course; hints of chrome  

on the door handles and grille, for instance.

And large alloy wheels blend the best of aesthetics  

and athletics.

But these additions never overpower the Accord’s 

sophisticated exterior. In fact, the only thing overpowering 

about the Accord is its performance.

Accord V6 Luxury shown in Urban Titanium.



Accord V6 Luxury shown in Urban Titanium.



Summing up the Accord’s interior in the most minimal manner 

is simple: maximum space and maximum comfort. Twin 

attributes that make every journey in the Accord – from a  

quick A to B through to a cross-country cruise – as pleasurable 

for passengers in the rear as it is for those in the front.

But the Accord is hardly a simple case of bigger is better, 

because its internal geometry is so ingeniously engineered  

that it feels even roomier than it is.

It’s filled with elegantly thoughtful touches, too. Broad, 

comfortable front seats are fitted with supportive side bolsters to 

help keep the driver and front passenger secure during cornering.

And with more than enough legroom for three adults, the rear 

seat also folds down and includes a pass-through to boost 

cargo-carrying versatility. 

That’s quite enough about passengers and practicalities, though 

– let’s talk for a moment, instead, about the Accord as a driver’s 

car. You’ll notice this the moment you sink into the front seat 

and assume the dynamic, intuitive driving position.

The information display is logical and easy to read, and the most 

important instruments are located high, close to your eyeline. 

Standard on every Accord are automatic dual-zone climate 

control air conditioning, a premium audio system, power 

steering, cruise control, power windows and mirrors, security 

alarm system and keyless entry.

The VTi Luxury and V6 Luxury also include satellite navigation, 

sunroof, leather-appointed trim, heated seats, rain sensing 

wipers and a reversing camera. And it’s this gallery of artful 

touches that puts the Accord into a class of its own.

The art of spac
Accord V6 Luxury interior shown.
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Premium audio
The Accord sounds every bit as good as 
it looks, thanks to its multifunction audio 
system. Combining an AM/FM tuner and 
6-CD stacker with an auxiliary jack and 
USB/iPod# integration, it gives you more 
options to enjoy your favourite tunes.

3.

The electric driver’s seat in the Accord 
VTi Luxury and V6 Luxury lets you 
create the ideal position with the flick 
of a finger. (And, the V6 Luxury driver’s 
seat includes two memory settings so 
it’s always perfectly ready with your 
personal preference).

Electric seats
4.

The Accord VTi Luxury and V6 Luxury 
are equipped with this nifty camera 
that helps you keep a lookout for 
people and objects behind the car.

Reversing camera

5.

Courtesy of some very bright thinking,  
the Accord V6 Luxury’s electrochromatic 
rear-view mirror dims automatically so 
you’re not blinded by glare at night.

Auto dimming 
rear-view mirror

6.

Audio and cruise 
controls
Steering wheel-mounted audio and  
cruise controls put enjoyable driving, 
quite literally, at your fingertips.  
(Audio controls shown).

7.

No matter where your mobile phone 
is in the Accord, this clever system 
lets you take calls while you keep 
your eyes on the road. 

Bluetooth®  
phone system°

Your ticket to  
first-clas
Enjoying the journey is so much easier when  

surrounded by intuitive features that turn every  

trip into a treat. And it’s here that the Accord shines, 

with an interior that places the driver at the centre  

of a world of comforts. Fortunate passengers are also 

brilliantly looked after. So, no matter where your travels 

take you, the Accord will take you there in high style.

1.

8.

The Accord VTi Luxury and V6 Luxury are 
aptly named, given appointments like this 
stylish leather-appointed trim. Another 
reason every trip in the Accord is a treat.

Leather-appointed 
trim

9.

Climate control
Dual-zone climate control lets the driver and 
front passenger set their own temperature. 
And a GPS-linked solar sensor, in the VTi 
Luxury and V6 Luxury, is bright enough to 
monitor the sun's position and intensity. 
So, it knows when the sun is significantly 
warming one side of the cabin and 
automatically adjusts to compensate. 

10.

When it comes to versatile seating,  
folding flat is where it’s at. And the 
Accord’s fold flat rear seat comes with 
even more cargo-carrying capability  
via a special lockable pass-through port  
for longer items, like skis.

Folding flat seats

° The Bluetooth word mark is owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/bluetooth
# iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc. iPod is integrated through audio display for iPod Nano and iPods from 5th Generation onwards. Older iPod models will only operate through the audio system 

and firmware updates may be required for audio display compatibility. Please refer to your iPod User Guide for information on iPod firmware updates.

Accord V6 Luxury interior shown.
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The V6 VCM engine will only use all six cylinders 
when it needs the power, like during start-up, 
acceleration or when climbing hills.
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Optimised gear selection 
with Grade Logic Control
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Two very smart engines.  
One very tough choic
6-cylinder
As soon as talk turns to engines, kilowatts and horsepower 

rear up proudly and the calculation contest begins (and in  

case you were wondering, the Accord’s 3.5 litre, i-VTEC V6 

engine pumps out a very impressive 202kW).

But these days the art is to generate maximum performance 

using the minimum of fuel, and it’s here that the genius of 

Honda’s Variable Cylinder Management (VCM) technology lies.

Instead of being a full-time V6, the Accord’s engine  

is sometimes a 4 or even a 3.

When high power is required, for instance, all six cylinders 

work smoothly and powerfully.

For moderate speed cruising and at low engine loads,  

the system operates on just one bank of three cylinders.

And for higher speed cruising and not-so-steep hills,  

the engine operates on four cylinders.

Best of all, this happens smoothly and silently, so unless  

you happen to glance down at the discreet economy light 

glowing away happily on your dash, chances are you won’t 

even notice it.

Here’s where the choice gets a little tough, however, 

because there’s also the option of Honda’s incredible 

2.4 litre 4-cylinder i-VTEC engine.

Perplexingly powerful, it puts out 133kW of power and 

226Nm of torque and uses a miserly 8.7L/100km*,  

an impressive performance matched by impressively 

low CO2 emissions.

Regardless of which engine you choose, though, it will 

be partnered with Honda’s famously smooth 5-speed 

automatic transmission and engaging paddle shifters.

The transmission also includes Grade Logic Control,  

a unique system that eliminates “gear hunting” by 

holding and extending the gear range on gradients.

So whether you’re going up, down or around, the 

Accord will tackle it with ease, enhancing both 

efficiency and performance.

So let the pondering begin.

4-cylinder

*Fuel consumption figure based on ADR81/02 combined test results for Accord VTi.

Shift patterns are examples only. 



When driving the Accord, you’ll no doubt experience  

a distinct feeling of total comfort. What’s at work here, 

however, is not simply plush seats or a clever cabin.  

It’s also the Accord’s impressive suite of safety  

features, including:

ABS with EBD
The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) is arguably  

the most effective way to maintain steering control  

during hard braking. So naturally it comes as standard.  

As does Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD);  

a sensory system that monitors and calculates weight 

balance and adjusts brake force accordingly.

Pedestrian safety
The Accord protects pedestrians as well as you, with 

features including windscreen wiper pivots which break 

away on impact, energy-absorbing front wing mounts  

and bonnet hinges, and extra space between the bonnet 

and the engine to give the bonnet room to deform and 

absorb impact.

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) 
with Traction Control System
The Accord’s electronic stability and traction control 

systems combine to keep you safely on track by watching 

out for oversteer and understeer, adjusting brake  

pressure and reducing engine power as needed.  

And, it’s standard on all Accord models.

Airbags
Sitting in the Accord, you’re surrounded by the safety of 

six airbags, including dual front and side airbags. Honda’s 

Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS) prevents the 

front passenger airbag from deploying if it senses a child 

or smaller person leaning into the airbag deployment path. 

Full-length curtain airbags also help lessen the chance of 

head or neck injuries for front and rear passengers in a 

lateral collision.

Automatic tensioning seatbelts
If you’re involved in a collision, the same sensors that 

deploy the Accord’s airbags automatically tighten the  

front seatbelts to help hold you securely.

ACE body structure
Part of Honda’s unique G-Con technology, the Accord’s 

Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) body structure 

helps redirect the energy of an impact away from you and 

your passengers. It also increases the Accord’s compatibility 

with vehicles of different sizes in frontal collisions.

Oversteer 

With VSA 

Understeer

uperbly safe and soun

Overseas model shown.



° The Bluetooth word mark is owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/bluetooth 
# iPod® is a trademark of Apple Inc. iPod is integrated through audio display for iPod Nano and iPods from 5th Generation onwards. Older iPod models will only operate through the audio system  

and firmware updates may be required for audio display compatibility. Please refer to your iPod User Guide for information on iPod firmware updates.

Features over and above the VTi:

• 17-inch alloy wheels 
• Automatic on/off halogen headlights 
• Electric sunroof 
• Front fog lights 
• Automatic rain sensing wipers 
• Power driver's seat with lumbar support 
• Heated front seats 
• GPS-linked temperature control 
• Leather-appointed interior
• Rear parking sensors 
• Reversing camera 
• Satellite navigation 
• Subwoofer 
• Trip computer 

Accord VTi LuxuryThe Accord VTi comes standard with:

Powertrain
• 2.4 litre DOHC i-VTEC 4-cylinder engine 
• 133kW @ 6500rpm and 226Nm @ 4500rpm 
• 5-speed automatic with Grade Logic Control 
• Drive By Wire (DBW) throttle system

exterior
• 16-inch alloy wheels 
• Full size spare wheel 
• Halogen headlights 
• Chrome door handles 
• Remote keyless entry 
• Power door mirrors

interior
•  AM/FM radio, 6-CD stacker  

(MP3/WMA compatible) with 6 speakers 
• Auxiliary jack and USB port (iPod# compatible) 
• Bluetooth® phone compatibility° 
• Cloth trim 
• Cruise control 
• Driver's footrest 
• Dual zone climate control air conditioning 
• Illuminated and lockable glovebox 
• Illuminated front vanity mirrors 
• Outside temperature display 
• Power windows (front with auto up/down)
• Speed-sensitive Volume Compensation (SVC) 
•  Steering wheel-mounted audio  

and cruise controls 
• Sunglasses holder 
• Tilt and telescopic steering column adjustment

Safety
• Active head restraints 
•  Advanced Compatibility Engineering  

(ACE) body structure 
• Airbags: dual front, side and full-length curtain 
• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) 
•  Electronic Brake-force  

Distribution (EBD) 
•  Immobiliser system  

and security alarm 
•  Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)  

with Traction Control  
System (TCS)

Accord VTi

Black cloth seat trim 

Ivory leather- 
appointed¨

Black leather- 
appointed¨ Features over and above the VTi Luxury:

• 3.5 litre SOHC i-VTEC V6 engine 
• 202kW @ 6200rpm and 342Nm @ 5000rpm 
• Variable Cylinder Management (VCM) 
• Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) 
• Active Control Engine Mount (ACM) 
• Automatic dimming rear-view mirror
• Automatic on/off Xenon HID headlights
• Dual chrome exhaust 
• Front corner parking sensors
•  Mirror-mounted  

indicators 
•  Power driver's seat  

with memory function  
and lumbar support 

•  Power front  
passenger seat

Accord V6 Luxury

Ivory leather- 
appointed¨

Black leather- 
appointed¨

¨Ivory only available on Crystal Black Pearlescent.

¨Ivory only available on Crystal Black Pearlescent.



Accord VTi Luxury shown.

Find your true colou Brilliant White
Pearlescent

Urban Titanium 
Metallic

Alabaster Silver 
Metallic

Crystal Black 
Pearlescent

Polished Metal 
Metallic



3 Standard feature. – Not available. *The fuel consumption figures quoted are based on ADR81/02 test results. °The Bluetooth word mark is owned by 
the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/bluetooth #iPod® is 
integrated through vehicle’s audio system display for iPods from 5th Generation onwards and all iPod Nanos. Older iPod models will only operate through 
the audio system when controlled through the iPod, and firmware updates may be required to achieve compatibility with the vehicle’s audio system display 
and steering wheel mounted audio controls. Please refer to your iPod User Guide for information on iPod firmware updates. §Honda warranties apply 
where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is maintained in accordance with the vehicle’s owners manual. Please refer to Honda’s warranty 
documentation for exclusions and conditions.
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ccord Specification

POWERTRAIN 
Engine  Inline 4-cylinder Inline 4-cylinder V-Shape 6-cylinder 
  DOHC i-VTEC DOHC i-VTEC SOHC i-VTEC
Displacement  2.4 litre - 2354 cc 2.4 litre - 2354 cc 3.5 litre - 3471 cc
Variable Cylinder Management (VCM) – – 3

Active Noise Control (ANC) – – 3

Active Control Engine Mount (ACM) – – 3

Maximum power  133kW @ 6500 rpm 133kW @ 6500 rpm 202kW @ 6200 rpm
Maximum torque  226Nm @ 4500 rpm 226Nm @ 4500 rpm 342Nm @ 5000 rpm
Compression ratio  10.5 10.5 10.5
Bore x Stroke (mm)  87 x 99 87 x 99 89 x 93
Emission standard  Euro 4 Euro 4 Euro 4
CO2 emissions - combined (g/km) 207 207 235
Transmission  5-speed automatic 5-speed automatic 5-speed automatic 
  with Grade Logic Control with Grade Logic Control with Grade Logic Control
Steering wheel mounted paddle shift 3 3 3

Fuel consumption 
 – combined (litres/100km)* 8.7 8.7 9.9
 – extra urban (litres/100km)* 6.6 6.6 7.1
 – urban (litres/100km)* 12.4 12.4 14.7
Fuel type  Unleaded (RON91) Unleaded (RON91) Unleaded (RON91)
Fuel supply system  Honda Programmed Honda Programmed Honda Programmed 
  Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) Fuel Injection (PGM-FI)
Drive by wire throttle (DBW) 3 3 3

CHASSIS
Body type  Monocoque Monocoque Monocoque
Front suspension  Double Wishbone Double Wishbone Double Wishbone
Rear suspension  Multi-link Multi-link Multi-link
Stabiliser bars  Front and rear Front and rear Front and rear
Steering system type  Hydraulic assist Hydraulic assist Hydraulic assist 
  Rack and Pinion Rack and Pinion Rack and Pinion
Front brakes  Ventilated disc Ventilated disc Ventilated disc
Rear brakes  Solid disc Solid disc Solid disc

EXTERIOR 
Automatic headlights  – 3 3

Bumpers  Body coloured Body coloured Body coloured
Door handles  Chrome Chrome Chrome
Electric sunroof  – 3 3

Exhaust  Single chrome Single chrome Dual chrome
Front fog lights  Optional 3 3

Front wipers  2-speed and intermittent Auto rain sensing Auto rain sensing
Headlights  Halogen Halogen Xenon HID  
    with headlight washers
Keyless entry (with boot open) 3 3 3

Mirror integrated indicators – – 3

Power door mirrors (body coloured) 3 3 3

Rear window demister  3 3 3

INTERIOR
Accessory power outlet (12v) 3 3 3

Air conditioning  Dual-zone climate control Dual-zone climate control with  Dual-zone climate control with 
   GPS-linked temperature control GPS-linked temperature control
Ashtray  Front and rear  Front and rear  Front and rear 
Cigarette lighter   3 3 3

Comprehensive interior lighting 3 3 3

Cruise control  3 3 3

Door pockets  3 3 3

Driver’s footrest  3 3 3

Driver seat power lumbar support – 3 3

Driver seat adjustment  Manual 8-way power 8-way power  
    (with memory)
Front passenger seat adjustment Manual Manual 4-way power
Glovebox  Illuminated with key Illuminated with key Illuminated with key
Head restraints  5 5 5
Heated front seats  – 3 3

Leather wrapped gear shift knob – 3 3

Lights on warning  3 3 3

Low fuel warning  3 3 3

Outside temperature display 3 3 3

Power windows   3 3 3

 – auto up/down Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger
Rear seat fold down  3 3 3

Rear ventilation  3 3 3

Seat back pocket  Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger
Seat trim material  Cloth Leather appointed Leather appointed
Seatbelt height adjuster  Front Front Front
Steering column  Tilt and telescopic Tilt and telescopic Tilt and telescopic 
  adjustment adjustment adjustment
Steering wheel  Urethane Leather wrapped Leather wrapped
Sunglasses holder  3 3 3

Trip computer  – 3 3

Tachometer  3 3 3

Vanity mirror with illumination Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger

SAFETY ANd SECURITY     
Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) body structure 3 3 3

Airbags  – front Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger
 – side Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger
 – curtain Full length Full length Full length
 – Occupant Position Detection System Front passenger Front passenger  Front passenger

Description VTi  VTi Luxury V6 Luxury Description VTi  VTi Luxury V6 Luxury

ccord Specification

SAFETY ANd SECURITY CONT. 
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)  3 3 3

Central locking  3 3 3

Child safety seat anchorages 3 3 3
Childproof door locks  3 3 3

Day/night rear-view mirror   3 3 Auto dimming
Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)  3 3 3

Emergency Brake Assist (BA) 3 3 3

Front active head restraints 3 3 3

Front seatbelt pre-tensioners Belt and buckle Belt and buckle Belt and buckle
Front windscreen  Laminated Laminated Laminated
Hazard warning lights  3 3 3

Immobiliser system  3 3 3

Parking sensors
 – front corner – – 3

 – rear – 3 3

Progressive crumple zones Front and rear Front and rear Front and rear
Reversing camera  – 3 3

Screw type fuel cap  3 3 3

Seatbelt reminder  Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger Driver and front passenger
Seatbelts – 3-point ELR  Front Front Front
Seatbelts – 3-point ELR/ALR Rear Rear Rear
Security alarm system  3 3 3

Side impact protection  3 3 3

Transmission shift lock  3 3 3

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) 3 3 3 

with Traction Control System (TCS)

dIMENSIONS/WEIGHTS/CAPACITIES
Overall length (mm)  4960 4960 4960
Overall width (mm)  1845 1845 1845
Overall height (mm)  1475 1475 1475
Wheelbase (mm)  2800 2800 2800
Track (mm) – front 1590 1580 1580
 – rear 1590 1580 1580
Ground clearance (mm) – laden 120 120 120
Head room (mm) – front 1051 1051 1051
 – rear 978 991 991
Leg room (mm) – front 1079 1079 1079
 – rear 944 944 944
Shoulder room (mm) – front 1479 1479 1479
 – rear 1432 1432 1432
Hip room (mm) – front 1438 1438 1438
 – rear 1379 1379 1379
Kerb weight (kg)  1515 1565 1655
Fuel tank capacity (litres)  70 70 70
Turning radius at wheel centre (metres) 11.2 11.2 11.2
Maximum towing capacity
 – trailer with brakes (kg) 1200 1200 1200
 – trailer without brakes (kg) 500 500 500
Boot capacity (litres)  450 450 450
Seating capacity  5 5 5

TYRES ANd WHEELS
Wheel size  16 x 6.5J 17 x 7.5J 17 x 7.5J
Tyre size  215/60R16 95H 225/50R17 94V 225/50R17 94V
Wheel type  16" Alloy 17" Alloy 17" Alloy
Spare wheel type  Full size alloy Full size alloy Full size alloy

MULTIMEdIA
160-watt AM/FM radio, 6-CD stacker  
with MP3 and WMA capability 3 – –
270-watt AM/FM radio, 6-CD stacker  
with MP3 and WMA capability – 3 3

Bluetooth® phone system° 3	 3 3

iPod# compatible USB audio connectivity 3	 3	 3

Front speakers  2 2 2
Rear speakers  2 2 2
Front tweeters  2 2 2
Subwoofer  – 3 3 

Satellite navigation  – 3 3

Speed-sensitive Volume Compensation (SVC) 3 3 3

Steering wheel mounted audio controls 3 3 3

Antenna  In-glass type In-glass type In-glass type
Auxiliary jack  3 3 3

WARRANTY
Vehicle – 3-year or 100,000km warranty§ 3 3 3

Vehicle – 6-year rust perforation warranty§ 3 3 3



Accord VTi Luxury model shown with 
accessory alloy wheels and Modulo Sports 
Pack including front under spoiler, rear 
under spoiler, side skirt set, rear wing 
spoiler and chrome grille.

Modulo
Designed to complement and accentuate the Accord’s 

sophisticated styling, the Modulo Sports Pack lets you 

choose the full kit or your own unique combination. 

Modulo Sports Pack  

(for Vti and Vti Luxury only): 

• Front under spoiler

• Rear under spoiler

• Side skirt set

• Rear wing spoiler

• Chrome grille

• Sports pedal set

Rear wing spoiler, chrome grille and sports  

pedal set also available on V6 Luxury.

    See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Genuine 
Honda Accessories. Pictured accessories are all sold 
separately. All Genuine Honda Accessories installed 
at the time of retail sale of a new motor vehicle are 
covered by Honda’s 3-Year/100,000km Warranty. 
If installed after retail sale, they are covered for the 
remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 months 
– whichever is greater – provided that the accessory  
is fitted only to the vehicle for which it was intended 
by Honda Motor Co.

Ö The Illuminated door sill garnish set includes Illuminated 
front door and Non-Illuminated rear door sill garnishes.

This time it’s persona 
Style is highly individual, so there’s a whole range of Genuine 

Honda Accessories available to mix and match to make your 

perfect Accord. And being genuine, you can be sure they'll fit 

perfectly and perform flawlessly. To find out more, simply  

contact your local Dealer or visit honda.com.au/accord

Rear wing spoiler
If you're looking to lend your Accord a touch  
more sporty styling, this colour-matched rear  
wing spoiler is the perfect pick.

Rear ducktail spoiler
Add some understated attitude to your Accord 
with an aerodynamic boot spoiler, perfectly 
matched to your car’s body colour.

Sports pedal set
Engineered from aluminum, clear coated and 
finished with moulded rubber studs, these 
performance pedals provide grip during acceleration 
and braking. Clean, cool looks are an added bonus.

Door sill garnish set
Featuring an Accord logo, these four-piece door sill 
garnishes combine stand-out style and stainless 
steel protection. They’re available in Illuminated 
BlueÖ (pictured left) and Non-Illuminated  
Metal-Style Finish (pictured right).

Alloy wheels
Created to perfectly compliment the Accord’s 
sleek body lines, these sporty alloys will help  
set your pride and joy apart. (For VTi Luxury only).



Rear bumper and bootlip 
protector
Help keep your Accord’s rear end in perfect 
condition with this practical posterior protector.

To protect and serv
These Genuine Honda Accessories make things easier 

to store, and help protect your Accord from damage, 

all while looking as suitably slick as anything you’ll 

find in a Honda. For details, simply contact  

your local Dealer or visit honda.com.au/accord

other accessories available: 

• Boot organiser box 

• Car body cover 

• Dust and pollen filter 

• Leather maintenance kit 

• Rear chrome garnish set 

•  Rear lower chrome garnish set  

(Not compatible with accessory rear under spoiler)

•  Roof rack attachments  

– Bike 

– 5-row ski and snowboard 

– Surfboard 

– Kayak 

– Roof Box (36kg weight capacity)

• Tongue and towball storage bag

• Touch-up paint

• Wheel lock nut set

Accord VTi model shown fitted with fog lights, 
bonnet protector, headlight protector set, deluxe 
door visor set, mud guard set (front and rear), 
front lower chrome garnish set, lower door 
chrome garnish set and roof rack set.

Front lower chrome garnish set not compatible 
with accessory front under spoiler.

Roof rack set ±

No matter what you’re into, chances are there’ll be 
an accessory to suit, with bike, ski and snowboard, 
surfboard, kayak and roof box attachments available. 
So load up and free up space inside your Accord 
to give you and your passengers a clearer, more 
comfortable ride. (Holds up to 50kg in weight).

    See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Genuine 
Honda Accessories. Pictured accessories are all sold 
separately. All Genuine Honda Accessories installed 
at the time of retail sale of a new motor vehicle are 
covered by Honda’s 3-Year/100,000km Warranty. 
If installed after retail sale, they are covered for the 
remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 months  
– whichever is greater – provided that the accessory  
is fitted only to the vehicle for which it was intended 
by Honda Motor Co.

± In the interest of aerodynamics, Honda recommends 
roof rack set be removed when not in use. µFront 
corner styling guards not compatible with accessory 
front under spoiler. Rear corner styling guards not 
compatible with accessory rear under spoiler. 

Mud guards
Colour coded mud guards complement the 
Accord’s good looks and help keep its paintwork 
pristine. (Front and rear set sold separately.  
Front mud guards not compatible with accessory 
side skirt set. Rear mud guards not compatible 
with accessory rear under spoiler).

Tailored mat set
Show off and protect your Accord’s interior with 
this stylish tailor-made four-piece deluxe carpet mat 
set. Available in grey or ivory to match your interior 
colour. All-weather rubber mat set also available.

Rear park assist
You’ll navigate the most challenging of parking 
spaces with ease thanks to these neatly integrated 
rear parking sensors which warn you with a beep 
when you get too close to another vehicle or 
object. (For VTi only).

Multi-media player
An all-in-one DVD, CD and MP3 player with 
wireless headphones, SD card slot and USB port.  
You can also plug a games console or digital 
camera straight into the unit.

Tow bar kit
Designed to Honda’s strict specifications, this  
tow bar gives you various options to broaden  
your horizons.

Styling guards
These colour-matched door and corner styling 
guards not only look sporty, they help protect  
your Accord from door dents and scrapes.  
(Sold separately).

Luggage area protector tray
Specifically designed to fit the Accord’s boot,  
this tray lets you enjoy a day of adventure in 
the great outdoors and help keep your Accord’s 
interior spotless, too.



Accord VTi shown in Alabaster Silver.

As an Accord owner, you’re part of a brand that’s always  

doing something new. 

Because if there’s one thing Honda prides itself on, it’s  

always asking, ‘What’s next?’

It was this inventive spirit that led to developing the 

ingeniously clever Variable Cylinder Management system.

It also produced the new CR-Z, the world’s first sporty hybrid.

And that’s not our first ‘world first’ either.

There’s the FCX Clarity, which is powered by a hydrogen fuel  

cell and whose only emission is water vapour.

Or the unique CIGS solar cells that produce twice as  

much energy than they take to make.

Then of course there’s ASIMO, the world’s most advanced 

humanoid robot and the incredibly fuel-efficient HondaJet  

with its unique above-the-wing engine design.

Whether you’re buying a Honda for yourself or a business,  

we have a wide range of flexible finance and leasing options. 

So see your Honda Dealer to find a financial solution that  

suits you as perfectly as your Accord does. 

Finance 

If you’re looking for cover every bit as reliable as your  

Accord, you really need Honda Motor Vehicle Insurance.

You’ll enjoy a range of benefits, including:

• 3-year new replacement if your Honda is a total loss

• Genuine Honda approved parts for the first five years

• Lifetime guarantee on authorised repairs.

Approved applicants only. Normal underwriting and  

excess payment rules apply.A

Insurance

§ Honda warranties apply where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is 
maintained in accordance with the vehicle’s owners manual. Please refer to Honda’s 
warranty documentation for exclusions and conditions. #Conditions apply. Refer to 
Honda’s warranty documentation for details. AHonda motor vehicle insurance is issued 
by GIO General Limited ABN 22 002 861 583 (GIO). Conditions and exclusions apply. 
Please read the Product Disclosure Statement before making any decision regarding 
this product and whether it is appropriate to meet your needs. To obtain a copy, please 
contact Honda on 1300 780 964. Honda dealers are either authorised representatives  
or insurance distributors of GIO.

Buy an Accord and you’ll be amazed at how well you’ll  

be looked after.

The care starts with a 3-year/100,000km warranty and  

6-year rust perforation warranty.§

And for a small extra investment, you can enjoy  

peace-of-mind with Honda Warranty Plus including  

Premium Roadside Assist.#

Plus, as an Accord owner you’re entitled to a five year 

subscription to Honda. The Magazine and access to our 

exclusive HondaONE website. This secure site gives you  

all the important information you never knew where to find,  

like up-to-date service history, vehicle records, maintenance  

tips and personalised service reminders. 

And by using your Honda Dealer, you’ll also be sure that they’ll 

protect your investment by using Honda Genuine Parts.

So with all these benefits, your Accord will be as pleasurable  

to own as it is to drive.

What’s next?
You’re never alone  
in a Hond 

And now there’s a glimpse of the future with the altogether 

different U3-X, a personal mobility device that takes you in  

any direction by simply shifting your weight.

All of these things, which were once dreams, are now  

realities thanks to Honda.

So what’s next?


